SPOILERS. SPOILERS. Return to Ravenloft. SPOILERS. SPOILERS. 


This is the full version SPOILER. If you do not want to spoil the module do not read on. Got stuck or want to see if you missed anything? Read on...

This SPOILER includes the notes from the mini-spoiler about how to find all of Walek's Ravenloft books.


NOTE: A red arrow painted on the ground highlights 'Plot' clues throughout the module. If you see one of these have a look where it's pointed. There will be important information or an important object to find there.

Collecting the Ravenloft Books.

Books 1-4. Are found in the library, east side of town. To collect spare copies drop the one you have and click on the bookshelf again.

Book 5. Is associated with Trouble with Gavist mini quest. Gavist is leering in the south west of town during the hours of daylight. Kill, cure or pickpocket him to get the book. To cure him: speak to him, then to the nearby female npc Nice Sennen and then back to Gavist. If he offers to show you his pretties say yes. The cure is a Restoration spell, Walek will give you one (cast able by any class) if you ask him about Gavist and say that you see some hope for him. Talk to him after he's cured to get the book. When you have rid the town of Gavist, Nice Sennen will give spare copies of Book 5 to you.

Book 6. Associated with Blood Stain Mystery mini quest. Rond Patson has gone mad and locked his wife in the dungeon. His house is one of the larger ones just east of the market. The book is also in the dungeon in the 'Vital Chest'. To collect spare copies drop the one you have and click on the chest again. To complete the quest talk to Rond's wife and get a curing scroll (Remove Curse again) from Walek by talking about 'The Patsons'. Or talk to Gate Captain Fogarty and she will solve it for you. Or just kill Rond.

Book 7. In Orcus' back room in the 'important book pile', the Orc Shop is in the south east of town. The door into Orcus' back room is locked. Picklock, bash or use the key on the nearby corpse to open the door. To collect spare copies drop the one you have and click on the book pile again.

Book 8. Associated with A Polymorphed Falcon mini quest. Enter the 'Family Houses' north east of town behind the inn. Go to the right side rooms and upstairs. There is a cage with a non-removable minor tangle trap on it which also polymorphs you into a pixie. Talk to the falcon, which is now released, and return to the temple holy fire to remove the polymorph. Pansy the magic merchant can make you a Dispel Magic scroll (cast able by any class) to remove the polymorph on the falcon if you give her 500gp and some mustard ink. A few mustard ink bottles are scattered about the village but you can buy one from Orcus. (She can also create a few other any-class-cast-able scrolls from such things as; fairy teeth, powdered water, nickel ingots, bottle berries and eagle feathers.) Once you have removed the polymorph spell on the falcon talk to the npc and ask for the book. If the cage, the bird and the npc are gone (or dead) check the book pile in that room, the book will be there.

Book 9. Shop at Pansy Potions and buy as many as you want for 1gp each.

Book 10. Associated with The Gate mini adventure. Travel through the Gate in the basement of the Goodmane house east of the market. Get the key from Herent Goodmane who's sitting by the fire in the lounge then go downstairs. The trapped and locked door there can be opened with Herent's key. Pulling the chain opens the gate for a short time, just stand between the Pedestals. There are a number of areas to transit before you get back to town. In the last area, 'Old Town Ruin' there is a chest near the derelict library with book 10 in it. To collect spare copies drop the book you have and click on the chest again.



Side Quests: 

Tabernacle and Heart. This is associated with the book 10 area transits. In the 'Old Wood' speak to Queen Elring who will give you a tabernacle to capture the 'heart of the wood'. When you get to the town inn touch the stone therein and the tabernacle becomes 'The Heart'. Either return the heart to Elring (back through the Goodmane Gate) or show it to the magic merchant Violia Frejya for a more selfish (evil) reward.

The Tenx Veell Relic. You can only pick this quest up if you're lawful good. Talk to Cloth Merchant Allener after she's returned to her house (Merchant House east side) for the night. She reveals her true identity and asks a mission of you. If you accept the mission she gives you a key which opens a door in the 'Prison. Asylum Cellars' area. The relic can be selfishly used by talking to Orcus or returned to Allener. It is strongly advisable that you finish the book quest and talk to the Governor before attempting the Prison areas.

The Minor Gateway. The Border Mists are accessible via a minor gateway in the Grotto under the Leigh. Gate Captain Fogarty can help you seal off that gateway.



Final Quests.

After completing the Book Quest talk to the Governor. He gives you two missions. Find out what's happening at the Prison and go to the Eastern Woods and track down the Wraith there. You can do them in either order but the recommended is prison then woods.


Prison Quest.

The prison and the asylum are connected buildings. In the prison the inmates and the wardens have changed into grotesque forms. Get the key from the office to the left of the entrance to allow access into the cells and to the asylum. In the asylum the mad Doctor Scaffen has been conducting horrible experiments. An evil twin created by those experiments has killed him. In the most south-western cell is Nurse Reyne, talk to her and she will escape back to town. Later you can return to the inn and collect her as a henchman from her room, upstairs. Get ready for combat before approaching the north-western door. Scaffen can be talked with but a fight is inevitable. Step onto the machine if you want an opponent. Get the key from the chest, spot the secret door to the west, go through and open the door to the cellars. The feedback key on the floor will destroy the machine, for instructions see inside the northwest door. The other doors lead to treasure (and monsters) but the northeast door needs a special key: see The Tenx Veell Relic side quest.

Eastern Woods Quest.

In the woods are a ruined camp, a tower and the entrance to some catacombs. Here you will also encounter the first Black Mists - see Places you don't want to be, The Catacombs. A powerful wraith has slipped through the Gate and taken residence in the catacombs of Perecles. In ancient times the woods and the halls were guarded by a Perecles, a paladin, and many heroes were buried in the upper two levels of this dungeon.

The Tower: Has three levels, one room per level. Once owned by a 'hedge' wizard it is only populated by undead now. At the top are the remains of the wizard and a brief encounter with the wraith.

Catacombs 1st Level: In Perecles catacombs find the secret door to the northeast. Beyond is room of many coffins. If you approach the treasure urns you will trigger an attack by many revenants. This is probably the most difficult combat in the module and requires ALL your powers of survival. At the southern end of that room is another secret door; beyond is a brief encounter with the Wraith and the way down to the 2nd Level.

Catacombs 2nd Level: Populated by a rat and some hostile elementals. Across the water to the south are some treasure urns and a Black Mists trigger. To the north is an encounter with the spirit of Perecles and the exit to the Dark Lake. Talk to Perecles to get his aid in destroying the Wraith.

The Dark Lake. Ancient home of the Elementals: once strong allies of Perecles. See Perecles Bridge below. Leave your npc party behind; they will only get hurt trying to follow you over the bridge. Once across talk to Storm Breath an Elder Elemental (be VERY polite, let her lead the conversation and promise to do whatever she asks without question) to get her help to destroy the Wraith. Go through the teleport and your party will rejoin you. If you have gained Storm Breath's alliance there will be some friendly elementals there, you will also find the entrance to The Wraith's Dungeon.

The Wraith's Dungeon. To the east is a door to three torture cells. Two are occupied by illusions; Gail Heart, Storm's sister, occupies the third. Release her by shooting the electric torture anchors then talk to her to get more help in destroying the wraith. Directly to the north is a door leading to the Wraith's main hall. Get ready for a huge melee. If you have elemental help when they appear watch to see if they are green (very friendly) or blue (neutral). If only neutral make sure you don't hit them with area attacks: fireballs, etc. After the fight find the secret door to the west of the hall. At the end of the corridor is a brief encounter with Silktong and a door to a treasure room. Throughout these two quests you come to realise that the main villain behind the scenes is Silktong.

When you've solved the Governor's two Final Quests he will advise that you go through The Gate. Travel over the Leigh and talk to Gate Captain Fears. The adventure will continue trough the Gate in the next chapter. The Gate only opens at midnight but by using the nearby sundial you can skip to when the Gate opens.




Places you don't want to be.

The Mists: If you die during 'Kliston's Gate' mini quest you end up here. Stay too long and your alignment will shift one point toward evil. Just follow the lights and click on the portal.

The Catacombs: Described as the darkest pit in Ravenloft. While you're tracking down the Wraith there will be occasional black mists, which appear and spawn monsters. If you enter the mists you could (~1/5 chance) end up here. The Catacombs is in Castle Ravenloft but the rest of the castle is not accessible from this module. This area was largely lifted from The Spires of Ravenloft module, I have changed the encounters and the 'Golem' section is truer to the original Ravenloft TSR scenario. You must try to survive for 5-10 minutes (set randomly) after which you are transported back to where you came from. Strahd is just toying with you. An occasional bug may cause the auto-teleport out to not function. If this happens you can still get out by finding your way into Strahd's crypt. The only way to access Strahd's crypt is via a secret tele-portal hidden in St. Finderway's crypt which is roughly central in the western half of the catacombs.



Henchmen.

There are five henchmen in Return to Ravenloft and due to the wonders of 69MEH69's multiple henchman compilation you can have three henchmen at once and sort their inventories out for them. The first henchmen is Alleye Katt a rogue waiting in the inn. Lazuli Lesifeyn a sorcerer who is released from the stone in the inn when you recover the heart of the wood. Marred Halloman a barbarian stumbles out of The Gate the first time you approach it. Nurse Reyne is a prisoner in the Asylum, rescue her and pick her up back in her room in the inn. Panto Flashman a bard is the polymorphed falcon in the family rooms, northeast corner of town. In multiplay only one each of these henchman will spawn. With the exception of Alleye who starts at second level and Nurse who is forth all the others are third. You must be one level higher to hire them.


Interesting Objects.

As well as the custom items buyable or scattered about there are a few placeables and unique power items worthy of interest.

Arthur's Furnace: In his home, east side. This container is capable of transforming two related items into treasure. Each character gets four 'goes'; pull the chain - if you get a transformation that counts as a go. Putting the Forge Hammer from the nearby cabinet into the furnace and 'pulling' will transform the hammer into a letter that explains the magical function. The possible treasures obtainable are; GenericLightArmor (belt + bracer), SpecificMiscItem (potion + spellscroll), GenericExotic (cloak + dagger), LowTreasure (trapkit + theives tools), GenericClassItem (book + scroll), GenericSimple (arrow + bolt), GenericMediumArmor (large shield + small shield), GenericHeavyArmor (armour + helmet), GenericRodStaffWand (gloves + ring), GenericMartial (large box + trapkit) and HighTreasure (amulet + key). If you talk to Arthur while carrying that letter he will give you another (if you're not too evil) with some specific item recipes on it. The components for the specific items are scattered about, mostly out of town, and some of them will trigger extra optional dialogue with other town based npcs so ask around if you have any.

The 'plot' Chest in Goodmane's cellar. This intelligent chest will ask you the first time (and ONLY the first time) you click on it what your preferred weapon is. There are eleven options. A very useful weapon of that type will then be in the chest when you open it.

The Gate Ballistae: These are capable of firing magic missiles at monsters that come through the Gate. Fun to use (you start to feel sorry for the undead) and successful hits can give you xp. The ballistae start with 50 charges. To recharge the ballistae cast a spell on them, but: only beneficial spells and only spells that have a single target effect. Restoration and Greater Restoration are particularly effective.

The Oil Tree in the Prison Grounds. Explodes if damaged but more usefully generates Molotov cocktails from ordinary potions, ale or wine. Just put up to ten potions into the tree's inventory, close then open again.

Perecles Bridge. Will get you safely across the Dark Lake. As you start to cross the bridge a 'wait here' order is given to your followers automatically, you can pick them back up on the other side of the lake. The bridge asks a series of questions then gives you some useful information. Just remember Ravenloft, Wraith and Storm Breath. A rare bug mentioned in the non spoiler readme means that sometimes the questions repeat and you never get the useful information. The information relates to dealing with Storm Breath an Elder Elemental. Be polite with her, let her lead the conversation, don't demand anything from her and promise to do as she asks. 

The Returnal Mirror: A Ravenloft version of the Stone of Recall. Will take you back to the temple in Leigh (most of the time). Will transport your henchmen to you. Will transport you to fellow party members (in multiplay). Can be made to remember a location that the player can jump back to. Lets you set the 'punishment' for dieing and respawning: either xp and gold or a one-point shift toward evil. However, as your alignment shifts toward evil the functions of the mirror becomes less reliable and your slide toward evil ever rapid.

The Lens of Seeing. Given by the Governor. There are a few illusions in this module. The lens can spot them (they turn purple) and even destroy them if you target them with the item. Mostly you will only encounter illusions that come through the mists during 'the Wraith' hunt but there are two in The Wraith's Dungeon.

The Amulet of Shields. Can be obtained through selfish action with the 'heart of the wood'. Applies magical shields to the user. As you increase in level the shields get more numerous and more powerful. If you want this item talk to Violia the merchant once you have acquired the heart.

The DMFI emote wand. The Rolls of emote wands.

